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Abstract: Thanks to high-resolution and non-dispersive spectrometers onboard future
X-ray missions such as XRISM and Athena, we are finally poised to answer important
questions about the formation and evolution of galaxies and large-scale structure. However,
we currently lack an adequate understanding of many atomic processes behind the spectral
features we will soon observe. Large error bars on parameters as critical as transition
energies and atomic cross sections can lead to unacceptable uncertainties in the calculations
of e.g., elemental abundance, velocity, and temperature. Unless we address these issues, we
risk limiting the full scientific potential of these missions. Laboratory astrophysics, which
comprises theoretical and experimental studies of the underlying physics behind observable
astrophysical processes, is therefore central to the success of these missions.
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Spectroscopic observations in the X-ray band hold keys to exciting new discoveries about
the origin and nature of the universe. In the past decade, thanks to high-resolution spec-
trometers onboard missions like Chandra [1], XMM-Newton [2], and Hitomi [3], we have
advanced our understanding of plasma cooling at the centers of galaxy clusters [4], measured
the first high-resolution spectra of active galactic nuclei (AGN) winds [5, 6], and learned
that the core region of the Perseus cluster of galaxies, often expected to be turbulent, is
surprisingly calm [7]. These studies, along with hundreds of others made possible by current
and past X-ray spectroscopy missions, push the boundaries of our understanding of galaxy
formation, galaxy evolution, and cosmology.
While this work has been groundbreak-
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Figure 1: The He-like line “triplet” is often used
as an electron density and temperature diag-
nostic in the X-ray regime, but relevant plasma
models can disagree at the 10% level both with
each other and the data. The observed lower
flux of the “w” line may be due to resonant scat-
tering or, at least in part, to inaccurate models.
ing, our ability to extend our knowledge
further is, in many cases, limited by the ca-
pabilities of the spectrometers on our best
current missions. High-resolution measure-
ments by the dispersive grating spectrom-
eters on Chandra and XMM-Newton (R∼200–
1000) are limited to point—or only slightly
extended—sources, thus excluding targets
such as galaxy clusters and entire super-
nova remnants. The CCD detectors on
Chandra and XMM only deliver moderate
resolving power (R∼50). As a result, many
grand questions remain unsolved, such as:
how did large scale baryonic structures form,
and how do they evolve? How do black
holes accrete and generate energetic winds
and outflows, and how do they impact their
surrounding environments?
With future missions like XRISM [8]
and Athena [9, 10], which will be equipped with high-resolution, non-dispersive micro-
calorimeter imaging spectrometers with R∼850 (XRISM ) and R∼2400 (Athena), we are
finally poised to answer these questions. But we risk limiting the full scientific potential of
these missions: we currently lack an adequate understanding of many atomic pro-
cesses behind the spectral features we will soon measure. The field of laboratory
astrophysics, which comprises both theoretical and experimental studies of the
underlying physics behind observable astrophysical processes, is thus central to
the success of these missions. In this White Paper, we highlight several science drivers
for these future missions and identify specific laboratory astrophysics improvements required
to address them.
Science Driver: AGN accretion, outflows, and feedback
Correlations between central black hole masses and host galaxy properties indicate that black
holes and galaxies co-evolve through accretion and feedback [11, 12]. A possible scenario is
that AGN-driven winds overheat or sweep away the interstellar medium (ISM) from the
galaxy bulge, quenching star formation and the AGN itself due to the lack of fuel for accre-
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tion. One key physical parameter required to validate this scenario is the amount of energy
and metal contained in the wind to be deposited in the ISM, with the observational probe
being Doppler-shifted atomic features in the UV and X-ray spectra. Observations with the
Athena X-IFU (X-Ray Integral Field Unit) will map the velocity flow to uncertainties of ∼20
km s-1 [13], and track the metallicity of the hot gas in the AGN outflow and the atmospheres
of the host galaxies [14]. But to correctly interpret these measurements and use them to
determine densities, mass-loss rates, and momentum and energy fluxes, we require improved
diagnostic theories with robust error estimates and experimental benchmarks.
Spectral diagnostics of density, for example, involve ratios of lines which arise from
metastable levels with differing critical densities. Fig. 1 shows one such example. Cur-
rently, very few of these transitions (on the order of 50%) have sufficient atomic data such as
transition energies, electron-impact excitation (EIE) strengths, and lifetimes. Furthermore,
the ISM surrounding AGN is known to comprise a wide range of temperature components,
which means that many ions exist in all possible charge states. Atomic data for M-shell
Fe ions, whose lines can also be a probe for the ionization state, remain mostly unverified
experimentally [15] save a few exceptions [16, 17]. A 0.5 eV uncertainty on the energies
of Fe lines, which is a typical theoretical value for L- and M-shell transitions in species of
low charge states, will lead to &100 km s-1 uncertainty on the feedback velocity. (Fig. 2
demonstrates the magnitude of this issue.) The outflowing hot gas is further subject to var-
ious population processes, in particular those of resonant excitation, dielectronic/radiative
recombination (DR, RR), and inner-shell ionization. Many of these rates have ∼20% uncer-
tainty in theoretical calculations [18, 19], which propagates to even larger uncertainties in
the deduced chemical abundances, temperatures, and energies.
Understanding the ionization mechanism for the gas surrounding AGN is also crucial for
our understanding of feedback and the environment of AGN. In the traditional view, gas is
photoionized by the active nucleus, but detailed spectroscopic and imaging analyses, partic-
ularly those tracing L-shell Fe emission, often reveal the need for a collisional component,
related to star-forming activity or interaction with radio ejecta [20, 21, 22, 23]. However,
uncertainties in the relevant atomic data [23, 24, 25], e.g., Fe fluorescence rates following
inner-shell ionization, limits accurate estimates of the strength of this component.
Science Driver: Large-scale baryonic structure
The formation of groups and clusters of galaxies is a dynamic process: material builds by
accretion and mergers, and potential energy is channelled through the intracluster medium
(ICM) in the form of bulk motion and turbulence, eventually dissipating at smaller scales.
The AGN in the brightest cluster galaxy drives gas motions in the central few ∼100 kpc of
the ICM [26]. These processes contribute to the overall virialization of the hot ICM within
the halo potential well, and broaden and shift the emission line shapes from the region [27].
Integrated over the line of sight, this might also result in distortions in the line profiles.
Characterizing these emission lines allows us to probe the thermodynamics of the hot gas,
and thus the formation of large-scale structure. However, to be able to correctly interpret
these line shapes, we must disentangle the various interwoven processes that can also distort
them. For example, DR satellite lines may blend with the parent line, charge exchange
(CX) at interfaces between ionized and neutral gas may directly contribute to line flux, and
resonant scattering (RS), which can also be a probe for gas velocities and anisotropies, may
2
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remove flux from certain lines. Comparisons between models and laboratory data for these
processes often show significant differences (see, e.g., Fig. 3), requiring further attention.
Tracing the chemical evolution of the
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Figure 2: Histogram of wavelength uncertain-
ties for the strongest lines in the AtomDB v2.0.2
database. More than half have errors that will
dominate the measured values from XRISM and
Athena. From [28].
universe also holds clues to its formation
history and the interconnected evolution
of objects at various scales, from stars to
galaxies and massive halos. This can be
done by measuring the intensity of the bright-
est X-ray emission lines in the ICM of the
most massive clusters to determine their
abundances as a function of redshift. Ob-
servations with XMM-Newton placed the
first constraints on the relative contribu-
tions of core-collapse and type–Ia super-
novae out to redshift ∼0.1 [29]. Extending
these studies to less abundant species and
to larger redshift, as we expect to do with
XRISM and Athena, is hampered by un-
certainties in fundamental atomic quanti-
ties. For example, for many of the bright-
est emission lines in Ne-like and He-like Fe, radiative transfer effects have been shown to
be significant [30]. Unbiased measurements of the Fe abundance therefore have to rely on
optically thin transitions, for which the EIE rates are less well known. This led to 16% uncer-
tainty on the derived Fe abundance of the Perseus cluster core through Hitomi observations
[31]. Further, as we incorporate lower-mass systems with cooler plasmas, we will encounter
limitations in the atomic data for energies and inner-shell excitation and ionization cross
sections for lower charge state ions.
Finally, an important aspect of large-scale structure formation involves “missing” baryons
that are predicted theoretically and expected to lie in the warm-hot intergalactic medium
(WHIM), but that are difficult to detect. Any observation must subtract foreground con-
tamination from galactic ISM, in particular inner-shell photoionization absorption lines from
moderate to low charge ions. However, these do not have sufficiently benchmarked energies
and cross sections. The source of discrepancies between the few existing laboratory mea-
surements of transition energies and cross sections (e.g. [32, 33, 34]) and Chandra spectra
remains a source of controversy.
Laboratory Astrophysics Requirements
Though here we only discuss two example science drivers, a multitude of other science cases
are also affected by laboratory astrophysics needs, such as the study of solar and stellar
winds, supernova remnants, dust in the ISM, and high density or magnetic field environments
near black holes and neutron stars. To address the needs of the field, it is crucial to combine
improved theoretical calculations with targeted laboratory measurements. Theory provides a
framework for understanding, and modern computational techniques continue to improve the
accuracy and consistency of many atomic calculations. Experiments are vital for interpreting
real-life effects, identifying diagnostics, and benchmarking theory. This section highlights
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several specific requirements for atomic data relevant for future X-ray spectroscopy missions.
Transition energies in the rest-frame of the emitting ion are the most fundamental
parameters required for any spectroscopic analysis. Their accuracy directly impacts our
ability to infer plasma properties, such as density, temperature, and velocity, as shown above.
To ensure that future line Doppler-shift measurements by, e.g., Athena are not dominated
by database uncertainties, we must have knowledge of line energies to better than 0.007%.
While H- and He-like ions have highly accurate line energies (to several parts per million for
both theoretical calculations and laboratory measurements, with good agreement between
the two [35]), the situation becomes worse for lower charge state ions. For example, many
inner-shell transitions from mid to low charge states are only known theoretically to >0.1%,
with a limited number of experimental benchmarks. Only theoretical energies are available
for the 3→2 inner-shell transitions of Fe (the “M-shell unresolved transition array”) often
found in AGN spectra, themselves accurate at the 10-20% level. The strongest DR satellite
lines, which blend with the important “triplet” lines of He-like ions used for electron density
and temperature determinations (Fig. 1), are known to within ∼0.01% (NIST), but few have
been measured experimentally (e.g., [36]). Of the 429 strongest lines in the AtomDB X-ray
line database with assigned errors, only ∼25% of the lines are known to 20 km s-1 or better
(see Fig. 2). Possibly more troublesome than having a large error, in many cases, there is
no associated uncertainty in databases (see Fig. 5 in [28]).
Laboratory energy measurements are resource- and time-intensive, but can yield promis-
ing results. Line energies have been measured with electron beam ion traps (EBITs, [37])
with accuracies of about 0.01% (e.g., [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]). Experiments using trapped ions at
synchrotron facilities have succeeded in measuring energies of inner-shell transitions of mid
to low charge state ions at extremely high accuracies of ∼0.001% (e.g., [16, 43, 34]). Multiple
theoretical methods for atomic calculations have also been used to obtain transition energies
to 0.1–0.01% accuracy.
Collisional (electron-impact) excitation (EIE) contributes significantly to spectral
lines in many astrophysical plasmas, and the resulting line ratios can be used for mea-
surements of density, temperature, velocity, and elemental abundances, provided they are
modeled correctly. Comparisons between atomic databases used in different codes revealed
differences in the EIE collision strength for the Lyman-α transition in H-like Si, S, and Ar of
up to 25%, which leads to differences in the derived abundance of the same value [31]. For
the He-like Fe “forbidden” line, this value increases to 42%. Complete EIE models require
large amounts of cross section data mostly provided through calculations (e.g., [44, 45]),
which can be benchmarked with experiments. EIE cross sections of specific transitions have
been measured to ∼10% accuracy with EBITs [46] directly as a function of electron energy
as well as for Maxwellian [47] (or other) electron energy distributions [46, 48, 49].
Photoexcitation/ionization and decay rates: Accurate photoexcitation and ioniza-
tion cross sections are necessary for understanding emission from optically thin, hot plasmas,
such as those found in supernova remnants, stellar coronae, and the galactic ISM. Theoret-
ical data exist (i.e. [50]), but their accuracy varies greatly and they require experimental
validation, with the greatest needs being inner-shell transitions. Laboratory measurements
of photoexcitation/ionization cross sections and oscillator strengths can be performed with
an EBIT and a synchrotron or a free electron laser facility [51, 52]. In these experiments,
one can simultaneously measure various decay channels after photoexcitation, e.g., Auger
4
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Figure 3: Laboratory measurements of CX with H2 on Ni L-shell ions compared with models,
from [59]. Wide discrepancies exist between models and data, especially for the weaker lines.
ionization and radiative rate branching ratios [53].
Dielectronic recombination (DR): Accurate models of DR lines are critical for the
proper interpretation of, e.g., the electron temperature in astrophysical plasmas [54]. How-
ever, variations in DR rates of the strongest spectral lines between different databases may
have led to large uncertainties in the derived abundance of the Perseus cluster from Hitomi
measurements [31]. DR rates at low electron temperature are especially problematic, and
require a combined theoretical/experimental approach. Measurements with ion storage rings
can be used to deduce DR resonance positions and decay rates from spectra [55, 56], and
EBIT measurements of resonances can be made as a function of quasi-Maxwellian electron
temperature, allowing a comparison with spectral models [57, 58].
Charge exchange recombination (CX) is known to be the dominant X-ray emission
mechanism within the Solar System (for further details, see the White Paper by Snios et
al.), is a variable foreground to all observations [60], and may also occur astrophysically
[61, 62, 63, 64]. However, as Fig. 3 demonstrates, models are often inaccurate or incomplete
[59, 65, 66], meaning that we risk inadequately removing foreground CX and assuming
incorrect physical properties of our targets. Microcalorimeters coupled with EBITs (e.g.
[67]) or merged beam lines (e.g., [68]) is a common method to benchmark model spectra at
high resolution. Simultaneous cold-target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (e.g. [69]) is
also valuable for measuring n-resolved cross sections. A combination of these tools is also
necessary to understand the effect of multi-electron processes, which can significantly alter
the spectrum.
Looking Forward
The specific science cases and laboratory needs mentioned here give just a taste of the
depth and importance of the field of laboratory astrophysics. We urge the Decadal Survey
committee to follow all prioritized proposals from their top-level goals to the underlying
atomic physics that is needed to understand them. Most tools and facilities needed to
perform the recommended measurements and calculations exist, but increased funding is
vital to ensure an adequate workforce at multiple career stages, the development of improved
or new capabilities, and facility maintenance. We are about to enter into an era of high-
resolution X-ray spectroscopy; we must ensure that we are able to fully reap its benefits.
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